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Unravelling humidity-gated, temperature
responsive bilayer actuators†
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a

By spraying liquid crystal mixtures onto stretched polyamide 6 (PA6) substrates, dual-responsive heat/
humidity bilayer actuators are generated. The oriented PA6 guides the self-organization of the liquid
crystal monomers into well-aligned, anisotropic liquid crystal networks. The bilayer responds to changes
in the environmental relative humidity, resulting in bending of the actuator with the liquid crystal
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network inside the curvature. In contrast, in conditions of constant high humidity (80%RH), increasing
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The dual-responsivity to changes in environmental humidity and temperature is examined in detail and

rsc.li/soft-matter-journal

discussed theoretically to elucidate the humidity-gated, temperature responsive properties revealing
guidelines for fabricating anisotropic bilayer actuators.

the temperature triggers the liquid crystal network coating to bend the bilayer in the opposing direction.

Introduction
Advances in the field of stimuli-responsive actuators have led to
the development of autonomously actuating systems triggered
by environmental changes in pH, light, temperature and/or
relative humidity.1–6 The source of inspiration for these artificial
actuators is found in nature, which features an impressive
number of adaptive structures that respond to environmental
changes.7–9 Pine cones and feather grass, for example, liberate
their seeds following different mechanisms: in dry conditions
the pine cone scales open up and release their seeds, while
members of the Stipa genus drill their seed into the soil at high
humidity.10–13 These shape changes have set standards for
environmentally adaptive materials, showing promise for the
fabrication of adaptive windows, facades and smart textiles for
example.14–18 Commodity polymers are appealing for fabricating
these materials, since they are well-characterized, robust, and
adding programmed responsivity will extend their range of
applications.
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In present literature, numerous stimuli-responsive commodity
materials have been developed that respond to changes in
environmental temperature or humidity.19–23 These often
multi-layer materials are commonly employed to obtain macroscopic bending, twisting or even rolling.24–30 Yet, selecting the
proper operating conditions is key to obtaining precise mechanical
motions as temperature closely correlates to environmental
relative humidity. This constraint is oftentimes circumvented
by examining actuation under isothermal or constant humidity
conditions.31,32 The simultaneous interaction of both temperature and humidity on adaptive structures has been less
explored, even though a better understanding of interconnected stimuli may lead to programmed environmentally
adaptive materials.33,34 Recent publications addressing the
interplay of (photo)thermal and humidity reveal that a constant,
high humidity is crucial in facilitating thermal response of the
fabricated materials.35,36
Previously, we reported programmed helical twisting in
humidity sensitive polyamide 6 (PA6) enabled by spraycoating of a chiral nematic liquid crystal (LC) that directed
twisting.37 In this work, we exploit the dual-responsivity of
bilayer actuators based on the temperature sensitive liquid
crystal network (LCN) and a humidity sensitive PA6 layer.
We examine the anisotropic mechanical properties of the
separate layers as simultaneous functions of temperature and
humidity and the results serve as input for simple beam
bending analysis. The detailed analysis reveals guidelines
for fabricating anisotropic bilayer actuators towards robust,
controlled stimulus sensitive films or fibers in pre-defined
environmental conditions.
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Materials
The thermo-responsive LC mixture was prepared using 75 wt%
of monomer 4-methoxybenzoic acid 4-(6-acryloyloxy-hexyloxy)phenyl
ester (1, Synthon), 24 wt% covalent cross-linker 1,4-bis-[4-(6acryloyloxyhexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (2, Merck), and
1 wt% of photo-initiator phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (3, Merck) dissolved in dichloromethane,
stirred for an hour at 80 1C, and subsequently dried in a
vacuum oven (80 1C, overnight). PA6 substrates were acquired
from Goodfellow UK, and serve as the templates on which the
LCs self-organize. All reagents were used as received.
Methods
Freestanding LCN films. Freestanding LCN films were produced
by capillary force filling 30  30 mm2, 70 mm gap glass cells
prepared with anti-parallel rubbed polyimide alignment layers.
The nematic phase was fixed by UV photo polymerization
(20 mW cm2 from an EXFO lamp for 600 seconds under nitrogen)
at 45 1C followed by a post-curing step, 20 minutes at 130 1C. The
solid LCN films were carefully removed from the cells.
LCN/PA6 bilayers. LCN/PA6-bilayer actuators were prepared
by dissolving the LC mixture in a 1 : 5 wt ratio with xylene
(Sigma Aldrich). An AMI 200 airbrush was employed to apply a
B4 mm LCN coating using N2 as carrier gas at 1 bar on pre-dried
PA6 substrates, and subsequently photo polymerized.
Shape morphing of 20  3 mm2 bilayer films in response to
changes in relative humidity (RH) and temperature was measured
using a DataPhysics HGC 30 humidity chamber. Changing humidity
levels was accomplished by using an integrated flow rate controller
that fed dry and humid nitrogen gas. A second humidity sensor
(Vaisala HM42 probe) was placed inside the chamber to verify the RH
and temperature. Images were recorded with a smartphone camera
and the images were analyzed using ImageJ open access software.
Characterization. Polarized optical micrographs were taken
with a Leica DM2700 M to examine the alignment of the LCN
films. The anisotropic mechanical properties of freestanding
polymer films were measured on a TA instruments Q800 dynamic
mechanical analyzer (DMA) equipped with a humidity chamber.
Films of 10  5.3 mm2 were mounted in a controlled environment.
Elastic moduli (E) and tan d values were measured at a single
frequency (1 Hz) and a 10 mm amplitude. Expansion coeﬃcients
were determined in controlled force experiments, where reversible
changes in length were measured as a function of a thermal or
humidity stimulus. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
measurements were performed on a Varian 610 spectrophotometer.
Calorimetric experiments were carried out on a TA Instruments
DSC Q1000. Cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs were
recorded under vacuum with a JSM-IT100 (JEOL).

Soft Matter
The LCN consists of reactive mesogens (RMs) 1 and 2 mixed with
photo-initiator 3 (Fig. S3, ESI†). The PA6 substrate was first cleaned
with isopropanol, cut and taped to a 5  5 cm2 glass slide. A flow of
dry nitrogen removed water molecules from the PA6 prior to coating
with a thin RM layer, which is then photo polymerized with UV-light
to obtain a cross-linked network. Photo polymerization took place in
the nematic phase (T o 58 1C). Bilayer strips of 20  3 mm2 were
cut from the larger films to study their deformation in response to
temperature and humidity.
Self-alignment of the LCN is verified by polarized optical
micrographs: a homogenous black image results when the
alignment direction of the sample is parallel to one of the
polarizers, and the characteristic bright image is obtained with
the samples rotated 451 with respect to the polarizers (Fig. S4,
ESI†). The LCN aligns planar at the PA6 interface and homeotropically at the air interface to minimize the surface free
energy, an alignment that is commonly termed ‘splay’. Polarized
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was utilized to probe
the optical anisotropy of the benzene rings and verify the splay
molecular orientation (Fig. S5, ESI†).24,38–40
The LCN/PA6 bilayers are pre-bent at room temperature with
the LCN on the outer diameter of the curvature – the inverse
radius. This initial curvature results from the photo polymerization
conditions of the LCN film: the LC is photo polymerized at 45 1C
and B0%RH before being exposed to lab conditions (20 1C and
B55%RH, respectively). The order of the LCN coating increases as it
is cooled, and thus expands along the alignment direction (see
Fig. 1), resulting in the PA6 being on the inside of the curvature.1,40
The pre-bent LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators were exposed to
varying humidity levels and temperatures. At low humidity
and room temperature (7.5%RH, 20 1C), upon gradually increasing
the humidity level the humidity sensitive PA6 dominates the
actuation process, inverting the curvature so the PA6 ends up on
the outside at high (80%RH) humidity (Fig. 1).
At constant humidity (5%RH), the LCN is on the outer
diameter of the curvature (Fig. 2A). Heating the bilayer did not show
macroscopic actuation. At a thickness ratio of dLCN/dPA6 B 0.3, this
observation might be expected as the 4 mm thin LCN coating
is unable to bend the much thicker 15 mm PA6 substrate.
However, at high constant humidity (80%RH) thermal actuation

Results and discussion
Bilayer actuators
The dual-responsive bilayer actuators were produced by combining
a 15 mm PA6 layer with a 4 mm LCN coating (Fig. S1 and S2, ESI†).37
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Fig. 1 Isothermal deformations (20 1C) of a 20  3  0.019 mm3 LCN/PA6
actuator at two humidity levels, 7.5 and 80%RH. The scale bar equals
2 mm.
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of the curvature and negative with PA6 on the outer side). It
should be noted that a bilayer actuator fabricated by spraying
the liquid crystals and subsequent polymerization in the isotropic
phase (T B 80 1C) did not actuate in water, demonstrating that the
alignment of the liquid crystal is key to obtain humidity-gated
temperature responsive actuation.
Singe layers

Fig. 2 The 20  3  0.019 mm3 LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators exposed to
diﬀerent humidity and temperatures. (A) Thermal deformations of a bilayer
strip in conditions of constant relative humidity (5%RH). The scale bar
equals 2 mm. (B) Humidity-gated thermal actuation of the bilayer is
displayed at 80%RH. The white dashed lines indicate positive or negative
bending angles, y. In the schematic illustration, the trilayer is illustrated in
which the homeotropic and planar regions of the splay LCN and parallel
PA6 layers are indicated, and each demonstrates diﬀerent expansion
characteristics upon heating. The scale bar equals 2 mm. (C) The bending
angle of the bilayer actuators as a function of the applied stimuli depicted
in the legend.

is observed (Fig. 2B), as PA6 binds significant amounts of moisture,
revealing a humidity-gated thermal response of the bilayer.41 This
dual-responsiveness towards changes in surrounding humidity
and/or temperature levels is depicted in Fig. 2C (with positive
bending angle y defined as PA6 being on the inner diameter

In order to understand the humidity-gated temperature response
of the bilayer actuator, the individual mechanical properties of
the LCN and PA6 layers were characterized. Freestanding LCN
and PA6 films were studied with dynamic mechanical analysis
(DMA). Films were cut both parallel and perpendicular to the
orientation direction to measure storage moduli (E), damping (or
energy dissipation), tan d, and dimensional changes, strain (e), as
a function of both relative humidity and temperature. Heating
both of the polymer films significantly aﬀects the anisotropic
mechanical properties, including the storage modulus E, tan d,
and the expansion, e (see Fig. 3). The addition of thermal energy
leads to a contraction along the director (ex o 0) and perpendicular
expansion (ey 4 0).42 It is evident that the storage moduli of the
component layers drop considerably after a threshold temperature:
PA6 drops nearly ten-fold, and the LCN decreases by a factor of
100 (Fig. 3A). It is important to note that semi-crystalline PA6 has
both crystalline and amorphous regions. The crystalline regions
remain unaﬀected as the amorphous phase goes through the Tg
and, therefore, restricts the decrease in PA6 modulus to the GPa
range. In contrast, the LCN undergoes a transition from a glassy
to a rubber-like material, explaining the steep decrease in elastic
modulus. The tan d peaks in Fig. 3B are typically used to detect
molecular motion within a polymer, including the glassy to
rubbery state transition.43 The Tg of both LCN and PA6 are
found to be centered at Tg,LCN B 49 1C and Tg,PA6 B 88 1C. With
increasing temperature, the polymers gain significant molecular
mobility, meaning that there are less conformational restrictions,
driving the network towards a random coil conformation, leading
to contraction parallel (ex) and expansion perpendicular (ey) to the
director orientation. Fig. 3C highlights the expansion coeﬃcients
of both polymers. Starting in the glassy state, strain values are
small due to the restricted molecular motion of polymer chains.

Fig. 3 (A) Storage moduli (E) in GPa of PA6 (black symbols) and the LCN (red symbols) measured parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular (open
symbols) to the LC alignment direction, plotted as a function of temperature. (B) The anisotropic tan delta (d) values of both PA6 and LCN films.
(C) Thermal expansion coeﬃcients parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular (open symbols) to the alignment direction.
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Fig. 4 (A) Storage moduli (E) of the hydrophilic PA6 (black symbols) and LCN (red symbols) films as a function of relative humidity. (B) The tan d of PA6
and LCN freestanding films. (C) Anisotropic coeﬃcients of humidity expansion given as strain-values (e).

Around Tg, the polymer chains gain more segmental motion and
expansion coeﬃcients significantly increase in magnitude. The
magnitude of contraction/expansion from oriented PA6 significantly diverges from that of the LCN as the methyl-substituent in
C6M sterically hinders packing.42,43
The E, tan d and e-values for the individual LCN and PA6
freestanding films were also measured as a function of relative
humidity, and displayed in Fig. 4. There are distinct diﬀerences
between the responses of the LCN and PA6. The oriented PA6
has amorphous and crystalline blocks with polymer chains
linked by intermolecular hydrogen bonds. In addition, free
amide groups ab- and de-sorb water molecules, which in turn
softens and expands/contracts the polymer matrix. The hydrophilic nature of PA6 is evident as E diminishes when moisture
is absorbed at room temperature (RT).37 Dried PA6 has Exx =
4.3 GPa and Eyy = 3.5 GPa at room temperature, while at 80%RH
Exx and Eyy are reduced to 0.8 and 1.0 GPa, respectively. Fig. 4B
shows that moisture absorption at room temperature results in
a humidity induced Tg at B50%RH. Eﬀectively, humidity and
temperature act equivalently in PA6, as at constant temperature
the environmental humidity level induces a glass-to-rubber
transition.44,45 In contrast, in the LCN the moduli remain quite
stable to changes of humidity; no Tg was detected from the
tan d versus relative humidity plot. Still, humidity does appear
to influence the LCN (Fig. 4C).46 Nevertheless, PA6 swells up to

more than 3% of its initial length, significantly more than
the LCN. In humid environments, water molecules penetrate
into the amorphous regions of PA6 and hydrogen bond to the
polymer backbone or occupy voids: the anisotropic swelling
of oriented PA6 is mainly attributed to the distribution of
alternating crystalline and amorphous regions along the orientation
directions.41
In Fig. 5A–C, mechanical properties (E, tan d and e) are
displayed as a function of temperature at 80%RH. Under these
conditions, i.e. high humidity and at elevated temperature, PA6
is examined above its Tg, with little impact on the E and
tan d-values. Humidity and temperature can be used interchangeably to shift through Tg by changing the absorbed
moisture content to access rubbery mechanical properties:
the capacity to retain moisture by hydrogen bonding decreases
modestly as the temperature increases.47–49 These hydrogen
bonded water molecules force apart crystalline blocks in PA6,
impacting mechanical properties. Hence, a reduced capacity to
bind water molecules increases polymer–polymer interactions,
preserving a relatively high modulus of B600 MPa at 80 1C and a
larger thermal expansion parallel with respect to dry conditions.
In contrast, the LCN layer is slightly swollen by the absorption
of moisture and therefore tends to lower its moduli, Exx and Eyy,
as well as the Tg. Anisotropic thermal expansion is slightly
amplified in a humid environment compared to dry conditions

Fig. 5 (A) Storage moduli (E) in GPa of polyamide 6 (PA6, black symbols) and the LCN (red symbols) measured parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular
(open symbols) to the LC alignment direction, plotted as a function of temperature at 80%RH. (B) The anisotropic tan delta (d) values of both PA6 and LCN
films. (C) Thermal expansion coeﬃcients parallel (filled symbols) and perpendicular (open symbols) to the alignment direction.
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(ex B 4% and ey B 2.5%, resp.), which is believed to assist
during humidity-gated actuation.
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Working mechanism
With the detailed knowledge of physical characteristics of the
individual layers, the interplay between the thermal and
humidity responses of the bilayer films was examined using a
classical approach to approximate curvature (1/r) changes in
response to a stimulus described in Timoshenko’s beam bending
theory.50 The theory factors in modulus ratio (n), thickness ratio (m),
the total thickness (h) and the mismatch in expansion coeﬃcients (e)
when a bilayer is submitted to environmental alterations.4,8 Here,
we interchangeably use heat or relative humidity as stimulus t,
reflecting the experimental conditions that provoked the changes
of curvature. At equilibrium conditions:
1
¼
r

6  ða2  a1 Þ  ðt  t0 Þ  ð1 þ mÞ2



1
h  3  ð1 þ m Þ2 þ ð1 þ m  n Þ  m 2 þ
mn

(1)

The theory is generally applicable only to isotropic systems,
which is contrasting to the bilayer presented in this paper.
However, in view of the high aspect ratio of the films, we assume
material properties along the length of the strips dominate, i.e. in
the x-direction (see Fig. 3–5). The analysis also assumes an initial
flat strip that deflects when subjected to a stimulus, which differs
from the experimentally observed pre-bend in Fig. 1 and 2. In
these experiments/calculations only one parameter was varied,
for example the humidity level was kept constant while the
temperature was gradually increased. Table 1 lists the input
values used in this analysis and the resultant outcomes. The
modulus and expansion coefficients for the splay LCN are
considered to be isotropic in nature; as the symmetric rod-like
molecules gradually rotate out-of-plane (x,z-plane) the thermomechanical properties contribute equally in all directions:42,43
eLCN ¼

ex þ 2  ey
3

(2)

The trends correspond to the experimental observations: for
example, at a constant 5%RH, the curvature scarcely changes
when the temperature is raised to 80 1C. In contrast, the curvature
increases dramatically when the humidity level is isothermally
increased, whereas a temperature increase at 80%RH generates
only a small curvature. The magnitude of deformations, defined
as 1/r at equilibrium conditions, deviates from experimental

Table 1 The deflection of a bilayer strip approximated using a classical
beam bending theory under various experimental conditions, either at
constant relative humidity or temperature. The input parameters of both
liquid crystal network (LCN) and polyamide 6 (PA6) are defined at equilibrium
conditions. The resulting curvature, 1/r, is indicative for the deflection with
respect to an initially flat strip

Stimulus

ELCN EPA6
eLCN
(GPa) (GPa) (%)

5 - 80%RH, at 20 1C 1.17
20 - 80 1C, at 5%RH 0.025
20 - 60 1C, at 80%RH 0.016

0.73
1.80
0.40

ePA6
(%)

1/r
(mm1) Fig.

0.027
3.14 187.48
0.20 0.071 0.49
0.19 0.35
2.76

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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observations, yet more detailed information regarding thermomechanical properties of the splay LCN could bridge the gap.35,51 In
essence, mesoscopic thermomechanical characterization of uniaxial
LCN layers cannot completely describe humidity-gated deformations of the intrinsically complex splay aligned networks.52,53
The gradual change in alignment likely requires in situ characterization of material properties combined with sophisticated
finite element modelling to thoroughly predict humidity-gated
deformations.54–57 Nevertheless, analyzing the bilayer using the
anisotropic mechanical properties of separate layers as input for
the beam bending theory provides helpful information in
designing future materials. In the LCN/PA6 bilayer actuators,
thermal actuation of the LCN must compete with swelling of the
hydrophilic PA6 base layer. The mismatch in expansion coefficients
under different experimental conditions leads to differential
bending of these bilayers. In the schematic illustration of
Fig. 2B, the splay LCN can be subdivided into a homeotropic
and planar layer that are ‘stacked’, effectively forming a ‘trilayer’
with the PA6.40 In humidity-gated conditions, the PA6 layer in
the pre-bent strip readily starts to desorb moisture when heated,
leading to contraction of the bulk polymer. Synergistically,
thermal expansion of the homeotropic region of the LCN should
assist the macroscopic deformation towards PA6.38,52 The
final bending state assumed by the bilayer is the result of the
competition between expansion coefficients for the two layers,
the thermal expansion of the LCN countering the humidityinduced expansion of the PA6.
The exploration of anisotropic mechanical properties in
oriented LCN and PA6 substrates has given new insights in
the construction of multi-responsive bilayer actuators. Surprisingly,
moisture does not deteriorate the storage moduli Exx and Eyy of the
LCN. PA6 is itself extremely sensitive to changes in humidity level.
Thermally, the mechanical properties of both the LCN and PA6
diminish as they approach the glass transition regions at 49 1C
and 88 1C, respectively. Both oriented materials contract in the
orientation direction and expand orthogonally. Above 50 1C the
storage moduli for both components diverge considerably,
diﬀering close to a factor 100 at elevated temperatures. In
conditions of constant relative humidity (80%RH), thermal
anisotropic material properties of the LCN and PA6 have been
preserved: moduli are in the MPa range and thermal expansion
of the LCN 4 PA6.
This work is a first step towards a well-tuned bilayer system,
in which the relative thicknesses of the two components of the
bilayer are carefully chosen; the combined material properties
of thermal and humidity sensitivity could be exploited in
applications such as stimuli-responsive garments, surgical tools
or even soft robotics. A significant increase in the elongation at
break (eb) of LCN films is found in the alignment direction of such
composite materials (Fig. S6, ESI†).25 To find application in
devices, the magnitude of motions attained should be increased.
One way to tune the bilayer properties is via selection of the RM
composition. For example, preliminary work has found that LCN
systems which consist only of diacrylates (the current system
consists of only 25% diacrylates and 75% monoacrylates) swell
up to only ex and ey values of 0.15% (Fig. S7, ESI†). Such changes in
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the composition result in a network with higher cross-link density,
which translates to higher elastic moduli and Tg’s, which could
dramatically aﬀect the bending characteristics of the bilayers.
These type of LCN systems shall be discussed elsewhere.

Conclusions
Mechanically robust well-aligned bilayer actuators have been
prepared by spray coating LCs on a stretched commodity
polymer PA6 substrate. The RMs autonomously align onto the
oriented PA6, and gradually rotate to homeotropic at the air
interface, resulting in a splay alignment. Isothermally, the
bilayer responds relatively strongly to changes in humidity,
with extension by the PA6. In constant low RH (5%), the bilayer
film curvature remains unchanged as temperature increases,
whereas in more humid conditions (80%RH) the elastic moduli
of PA6 is suﬃciently lowered, resulting in humidity-gated
deformation of the bilayer as the temperature increases.
The experimental observations were approximated using
beam bending theory. Mechanical properties, determined with
dynamic mechanical analysis, served as the input values to
approximate the deflections of LCN/PA6 bilayer strips under
various experimental conditions. We believe that by combining
detailed knowledge of material properties and 1D beam bending
theory, simple tools are provided to assist in the development
of stimuli-responsive commodity polymers. As the fabrication
method is not limited to PA6, other oriented commodity polymers
could easily be functionalized by spraying liquid crystal coatings.
Following similar procedures, careful evaluation of material
properties in response to interconnected stimuli, such as
temperature and humidity, could be exploited to extend their
range of applications, for example in stimuli-responsive garments,
surgical tools or even soft robotics.
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